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Introduction
Nobody lays cable quite like a professional! In each of these high-def porn videos, the Cable Guy shows
up to install some work inside the homes of some of the prettiest housewives you've ever laid eyes on.
One thing leads to another and before they know it these sexy MILFs are helping him get a load out.
The fucking on Cable Guy Sex is intense and the story context is pretty damn entertaining as well!

Adult Review
He knocks on her front door and asks what the problem seems to be. A few moments later he's in the bedroom or living room
with a gorgeous MILF housewife who is bending over to reach behind the television so she can point out what kind of work
she wants done. Little does she know, a few minutes later she'll be spread-eagle with her knees against her ears having Cable
Guy Sex!
  
  This is a reality site that brings back the kind of campy thinly-written story lines from early 1980s porn and re-imagines
them for modern day erotic interludes. Every day life presents us with plenty of opportunities to fuck fantastic women, but
only pornstars seem to capitalize on their chance to drive their bone home in some slut they just met a moment earlier.
  
  Cable Guy Sex takes an ordinary situation and ads some porn flavor to it with a sexy result that not only will entertain you
while you watch it, but it will also have your fantasizing about the ladies in your life in a whole new way. Every Doctor's
office, service call, pizza delivery or day at the office is an opportunity for fucking... if you know how to work your mojo. 
  
  Each of the 25+ exclusive porn movies on Cable Guy Sex are filmed in 1280x720 resolution which means it's high-def sex
movies available for you to watch in HD right from your computer monitor.
  
  If you haven't had a chance to see porn in HD before then this site is a great one to start off with because it also gives you
full access to all of the Included Sites listed on the right side of this review!
  
  The site updates weekly so while it isn't the biggest collection of HD porn out there, along with all the networked site access
and the weekly updates there is a whole lot for your dick to look at while Cable Guy Sex continues to grow its archives.

Porn Summary
Watch these MILFs in their own homes showing the service man where to lay some cable. Cable Guy Sex is deep fucking
and it's available in crystal clear HD - which your own cable company won't provide. Sure they'll let you watch Football in
HD, but if you want HD fucking... this is where you'll find it!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'These ladies want some free extra channels and they're willing to fuck for them!'
Quality: 91  Updates: 74 Exclusive: 88 Interface: 76
Support: 85 Unique: 82    Taste: 87        Final: 84

Porn Sites Included
Anal Hell (92) ,Oriental Orgy (89) ,Lucky Lesbians (88) ,Busty Solos (88) ,Ebony Addiction (87) ,Sex Toy Teens (86) ,New
Solos (86) ,Just Legal Babes  (86) ,Simple Fucks (86) ,Teenage Whores (85) ,Slutty Squirters (Preview) ,Slutty Gaggers
(Preview) 

Porn Niches
Exclusive, Hardcore, HD, Reality, Straight
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.99 Preview: 3 Days for $1.85 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: 28
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